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R56environmentally responsive. Though
a greater time investment, a valuable
follow-up study would be to propagate
lines under different selection regimes
for multiple generations and then
ask whether or how epigenetic gene
regulation responds, and whether any
observed differences in fitness are
stable adaptations or plastic
acclimation.
Having realistic numbers for
parameters such as allele stability,
epimutation rates and reversion rates is
critical for incorporating epigenetics
into evolutionary theory. Studies such
as the recent A. thaliana variation
accumulation studies [9,10] provide
such vital empirical data. Moving
forward, we need methods for
assessing whether epigenetic marks
are evolving neutrally or under
selection. How do we quantify
selection on methylation patterns or
other epigenetic marks? What is the
neutral expectation? When we observe
divergence in methylation, how can
we assess whether this happened
under selection or via random ‘noise’
or plasticity in the regulatory system?
Having a formal body of evolutionary
theory that incorporates epigenetics,
as well as developing a clearer
quantification of the connection
between epigenetic variation and
phenotypes will allow us to morerigorously ask whether or how
epigenetics plays an important role in
adaptive evolution. This area promises
interesting new angles in the study of
evolution.References
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Encode Microsecond DifferencesMinute differences between the time of arrival of a sound at the two ears are
used by humans and animals to locate the source. New in vivo recordings have
shed light on howauditory neurons solve the problemof resolvingmicrosecond
time differences.Christine Ko¨ppl
When a sound reaches one ear before
the other, the resulting interaural time
difference is used by humans and
animals to locate the source. Sounds
easy? The catch is that these interaural
time differences are tiny, only fractions
of milliseconds. Just how neurons
resolve these is an ongoing topic of
investigation. In an experimental tour
de force, Funabiki and colleagues [1]
have now achieved the first in vivointracellular recordings from neurons
that are known to perform the interaural
comparison with exquisite precision.
Surprisingly, they found that the spiking
of those neurons, in the barn owl,
was not driven by slow changes in
membrane potential, as is the general
rule. Instead, membrane-potential
fluctuations of hitherto unknown
speed— in the kilohertz range — were
observed that correlated with the sharp
tuning for specific interaural time
differences in single cells. These resultssignificantlyadvanceourunderstanding
of a computation that lies at the limits of
what neurons are capable of.
Can Neurons Be Sufficiently Fast?
The fact that humans and animals
use interaural time differences for
sound localisation has long been
known [2,3]. Ways in which this could
be implemented neurally were also
suggested early. Arguably the most
influential model was that published
in 1948 by Lloyd A. Jeffress [4]. One
central tenet of Jeffress’ model was
coincidence detection between
temporally precise inputs from both
ears — neurons that would fire
preferentially if their binaural inputs
coincided exactly in time.
Such coincidence detection has
since been demonstrated in
specialised auditory brainstem
neurons of the avian (and crocodilian)
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Figure 1. Coincidence detection at high frequencies in nucleus laminaris of the barn owl.
(A) Coincident inputs from both ears. (B) Exactly out-of-phase, non-coincident inputs. Red and
blue waveforms to the left in each panel show a short segment of silence followed by a
pure-tone sound. Four traces underneath each illustrate example spike trains, representing
individual units that are spontaneously active in silence and then phase-lock to the tone.
Hundreds of such inputs from both ears converge on the short dendrites of one nucleus
laminaris neuron, shown schematically in the centre. The cell body and initial axon segment
(coloured purple, myelin in grey) respond with a graded, intracellular potential, illustrated to
the right. Note the two components of the response, a steady depolarisation (DC) and the
sound analogue potential (SAP). At the first axonal node, indicated by the colour change to
orange, spikes are generated proportional to the amplitude of the sound analogue potential.
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R57nucleus laminaris and the mammalian
medial superior olive [5,6], which
modulate their discharge rate as a
function of interaural time difference.
The nucleus laminaris and the medial
superior olive, like much of the auditory
system, are organised tonotopically.
Thus, coincidence detection is
performed many times in parallel, by
neurons tuned to different frequencies.
Inherently, higher-frequency neurons
achieve better temporal resolution.
This is because the temporal
information is conveyed by each ear
via precise phase locking (Figure 1):
the monaural inputs to the coincidence
detectors fire their action potentials
preferentially at a given phase of their
preferred or best frequency [5,6]. At
increasingly higher best frequencies,
an individual input neuron cannot
represent every cycle of the stimulus,
but a large group of them could do
so together, providing ongoing
information on stimulus timing with
a resolution that depends on the
stimulus period. This ‘volley theory’
was suggested as early as 1930 [7].
Thus, in principle, inputs providing
phase-locked information from each
ear to central coincidence detectors
can explain how neural sensitivity to
interaural time differences is created.
Importantly, the higher the frequency at
which this computation is carried out,
the better the temporal resolution.
How high can neurons go? It varies
somewhat with species but both the
avian nucleus laminaris and the
mammalian medial superior olive have
been shown to operate well into the
kilohertz range [8–10]. The barn owl,
a nocturnal bird of prey that relies on
listening for its prey, so far holds the
record. Barn owl auditory neurons
phase lock to frequencies as high as
10 kHz [11]. Neurons in its nucleus
laminaris show selectivity for interaural
time differences at least up to 7.3 kHz
[12]. In other words, those neurons
handle frequency signals that are much
faster than spikes! But how exactly do
they achieve that?
Yes — They Can
Insights into the cellular mechanisms of
interaural-time-difference computation
have been impeded by a lack of data,
as electrophysiological recordings
from nucleus laminaris and medial
superior olivary neurons proved to
be exceedingly challenging [5,6].
Most available recordings, and all
intracellular ones, were obtainedin vitro, from brain slices. In vitro data
have provided invaluable insights into
the subcellular integrations and the
contributions of specific ion channels
(for example, [13,14]). Nevertheless,
the in vivo performance in the kilohertz
range remains hard to explain [15].
Funabiki et al. [1] have now reported
the first intracellular recordings in vivo,
fromneurons in the nucleus laminaris of
thebarnowl. Their sample coveredbestfrequencies up to 6 kHz. Furthermore,
they used low stimulus levels of only
40 dB SPL — a mere whisper to us, but
realistic levels for a hunting owl. The
data thus provide a unique glimpse into
neural coincidence detection near the
upper extreme of its frequency range
of operation, under naturalistic
conditions. Funabiki et al. [1] report
two major findings, the first of which is
that the membrane potential of nucleus
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stimulation frequencies into the high
kilohertz range. They termed this AC
response ‘sound analogue potential’
because it indeed resembled the
waveform of the pure-tone stimuli
played to the owl’s ears. Although such
high-frequency responses had been
postulated [15,16], this is the first
experimental demonstration that
nucleus laminaris neurons actually
achieve them.
The second major finding of Funabiki
et al. [1] is that although theamplitudeof
thesound-analoguepotentialwassmall
(only 1–2 mV), it was this — and not
DC-shifts of the membrane potential —
that correlated linearly with the output
spike rate. In other words, only the
sound-analogue potential waxed and
waned with varying interaural time
difference and in turn drove the spiking
response (Figure 1). A DC potential of
comparable magnitude also developed
during stimulation but remained
invariant with interaural time difference
and had no influence on spike rate. To
thus discount any slow fluctuations in
membrane potential is a huge deviation
from ordinary neuron behaviour.
How Do The Cells Accomplish This?
Using a previously established
neuronal model [15], Funabiki et al. [1]
went on to explore the parameter
space which would mimic most closely
the in vivo responses. This distilled
three conditions that appear especially
critical at high best frequencies.
First, time constants of the synaptic
input currents need to be shorter than
anything previously measured in such
neurons (for example, [17]). Funabiki
et al. [1] predict a half-peak width of
a unitary postsynaptic current of about
100 ms. This remains a challenge to
explain biophysically.
Second, the cell body should not
actively spike. A ‘passive’ soma with
few or no voltage-activated Na+
channels selectively enhances the
interaural-time-difference sensitivity at
high frequencies. This is basically
related to the inactivation period of Na+
channels that slows the membrane’s
time constant [15,18]. Furthermore, it is
advantageous that the spike initiation
site on the axon moves further away
from the soma with increasing best
frequency of the neuron [18] (Figure 1).
Funabiki et al. [1] now add that a higher
density of Na+ channels at the axonal
initiation site probably confers a crucial
increase in sensitivity to the smallsound-analogue potentials at high best
frequencies.
Third, high spontaneous discharge
rates of the inputs help to minimise the
DC response of the membrane
potential. Basically, a constant
high-level input already in quiet
depolarises the membrane by a steady
amount and thus reduces any further
depolarisation upon stimulation. This
novel suggestion by Funabiki et al. [1]
may explain the extraordinarily high
spontaneous discharge rates of
nucleus magnocellularis neurons
which form the inputs to nucleus
laminaris. These monaural input
neurons discharge about 200 spikes
per second in total quiet [19]! Several
hundred of them typically converge on
one nucleus laminaris neuron in barn
owls [20], resulting in an impressive
volley of synaptic events.
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for a Chemical ReactionAnterior–posterior polarity in the Caenorhabditis elegans zygote depends on
two groups of PAR proteins, as well as on cortical flow. Recent work now
demonstrates that this polarization results from a transition in a bistable
reaction–diffusion system of PAR proteins that is triggered by cortical flow.Alexander B. Verkhovsky
How the cell acquires a direction is one
of the most challenging and excitingproblems in cell biology. Cell
components may diffuse and interact
with each other freely and randomly
within the confines of the plasma
